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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer needs to securely connect the SAP HANA Cloud
Connector to the Web IDE of an on-premise system. How does the
SAP HANA cloud connector help do this? (2 answers)
A. It supports custom destination API configuration and
certificate inspection
B. It secures an SSL tunnel between the SAP Hana Cloud and the
on-premise system
C. It initiates a cloud-based reverse-invoke process
D. It creates connectivity by a reverse-invoke process on the
on-premise system
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network administrator is configuring a tunnel interface on a
branch Cisco IOS XE router to run TLOC extensions. Which
configuration will extend a TLOC over a GRE tunnel to another
router in the branch?

A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given:
From what threading problem does the program suffer?
A. livelock
B. starvation
C. deadlock
D. race condition
Answer: C
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